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Alphabet Hats

Finished W Hat
Letter A Hat

• One sheet per child.
• Print up on white card stock.
• Have child color or paint.
• Cut out both strips.
• Connect both strips to make a band.
• Fit to child’s head and staple strips together to form a hat.
• If needed, for additional strip, cut strip from another sheet.
Letter B Hat

• One sheet per child.
• Print up on white card stock.
• Have child color or paint.
• Cut out both strips.
• Connect both strips to make a band.
• Fit to child’s head and staple strips together to form a hat.
• If needed, for additional strip, cut strip from another sheet.
balloon
bike
bird
bat
ball
Letter C Hat

- One sheet per child.
- Print up on white card stock.
- Have child color or paint.
- Cut out both strips.
- Connect both strips to make a band.
- Fit to child’s head and staple strips together to form a hat.
- If needed, for additional strip, cut strip from another sheet.
carrots

circle

chicken

cake

car
Letter D Hat

- One sheet per child.
- Print up on white card stock.
- Have child color or paint.
- Cut out both strips.
- Connect both strips to make a band.
- Fit to child’s head and staple strips together to form a hat.
- If needed, for additional strip, cut strip from another sheet.
daisy
desk
dog
duck
doll
Letter E Hat

- One sheet per child.
- Print up on white card stock.
- Have child color or paint.
- Cut out both strips.
- Connect both strips to make a band.
- Fit to child’s head and staple strips together to form a hat.
- If needed, for additional strip, cut strip from another sheet.
Letter F Hat

- One sheet per child.
- Print up on white card stock.
- Have child color or paint.
- Cut out both strips.
- Connect both strips to make a band.
- Fit to child’s head and staple strips together to form a hat.
- If needed, for additional strip, cut strip from another sheet.
Letter G Hat

- One sheet per child.
- Print up on white card stock.
- Have child color or paint.
- Cut out both strips.
- Connect both strips to make a band.
- Fit to child’s head and staple strips together to form a hat.
- If needed, for additional strip, cut strip from another sheet.
Letter H Hat

- One sheet per child.
- Print up on white card stock.
- Have child color or paint.
- Cut out both strips.
- Connect both strips to make a band.
- Fit to child’s head and staple strips together to form a hat.
- If needed, for additional strip, cut strip from another sheet.
happy
horse
house
heart
hat
happy
Letter I Hat

- One sheet per child.
- Print up on white card stock.
- Have child color or paint.
- Cut out both strips.
- Connect both strips to make a band.
- Fit to child’s head and staple strips together to form a hat.
- If needed, for additional strip, cut strip from another sheet.
Letter J Hat

- One sheet per child.
- Print up on white card stock.
- Have child color or paint.
- Cut out both strips.
- Connect both strips to make a band.
- Fit to child’s head and staple strips together to form a hat.
- If needed, for additional strip, cut strip from another sheet.
Letter K Hat

- One sheet per child.
- Print up on white card stock.
- Have child color or paint.
- Cut out both strips.
- Connect both strips to make a band.
- Fit to child’s head and staple strips together to form a hat.
- If needed, for additional strip, cut strip from another sheet.
Letter L Hat

- One sheet per child.
- Print up on white card stock.
- Have child color or paint.
- Cut out both strips.
- Connect both strips to make a band.
- Fit to child’s head and staple strips together to form a hat.
- If needed, for additional strip, cut strip from another sheet.
lemon
lamp
lock
ladybug
leaf
Letter M Hat

- One sheet per child.
- Print up on white card stock.
- Have child color or paint.
- Cut out both strips.
- Connect both strips to make a band.
- Fit to child’s head and staple strips together to form a hat.
- If needed, for additional strip, cut strip from another sheet.
milk
mailbox
mitens
moon
monkey
Letter N Hat

• One sheet per child.
• Print up on white card stock.
• Have child color or paint.
• Cut out both strips.
• Connect both strips to make a band.
• Fit to child’s head and staple strips together to form a hat.
• If needed, for additional strip, cut strip from another sheet.
Letter O Hat

- One sheet per child.
- Print up on white card stock.
- Have child color or paint.
- Cut out both strips.
- Connect both strips to make a band.
- Fit to child’s head and staple strips together to form a hat.
- If needed, for additional strip, cut strip from another sheet.
orange
1
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oval
owl
Letter P Hat

- One sheet per child.
- Print up on white card stock.
- Have child color or paint.
- Cut out both strips.
- Connect both strips to make a band.
- Fit to child’s head and staple strips together to form a hat.
- If needed, for additional strip, cut strip from another sheet.
Letter Q Hat

- One sheet per child.
- Print up on white card stock.
- Have child color or paint.
- Cut out both strips.
- Connect both strips to make a band.
- Fit to child’s head and staple strips together to form a hat.
- If needed, for additional strip, cut strip from another sheet.
question
mark

quilt
Letter R Hat

• One sheet per child.
• Print up on white card stock.
• Have child color or paint.
• Cut out both strips.
• Connect both strips to make a band.
• Fit to child’s head and staple strips together to form a hat.
• If needed, for additional strip, cut strip from another sheet.
rocket
ruler
rainbow
rectangle
rose
Letter S Hat

- One sheet per child.
- Print up on white card stock.
- Have child color or paint.
- Cut out both strips.
- Connect both strips to make a band.
- Fit to child’s head and staple strips together to form a hat.
- If needed, for additional strip, cut strip from another sheet.
Letter T Hat

- One sheet per child.
- Print up on white card stock.
- Have child color or paint.
- Cut out both strips.
- Connect both strips to make a band.
- Fit to child’s head and staple strips together to form a hat.
- If needed, for additional strip, cut strip from another sheet.
Letter U Hat

• One sheet per child.
• Print up on white card stock.
• Have child color or paint.
• Cut out both strips.
• Connect both strips to make a band.
• Fit to child’s head and staple strips together to form a hat.
• If needed, for additional strip, cut strip from another sheet.
Letter V Hat

• One sheet per child.
• Print up on white card stock.
• Have child color or paint.
• Cut out both strips.
• Connect both strips to make a band.
• Fit to child’s head and staple strips together to form a hat.
• If needed, for additional strip, cut strip from another sheet.
vase
vest
vacuum

valentine

volcano
Letter W Hat

- One sheet per child.
- Print up on white card stock.
- Have child color or paint.
- Cut out both strips.
- Connect both strips to make a band.
- Fit to child’s head and staple strips together to form a hat.
- If needed, for additional strip, cut strip from another sheet.
Letter X Hat

• One sheet per child.
• Print up on white card stock.
• Have child color or paint.
• Cut out both strips.
• Connect both strips to make a band.
• Fit to child’s head and staple strips together to form a hat.
• If needed, for additional strip, cut strip from another sheet.
Letter Y Hat

- One sheet per child.
- Print up on white card stock.
- Have child color or paint.
- Cut out both strips.
- Connect both strips to make a band.
- Fit to child’s head and staple strips together to form a hat.
- If needed, for additional strip, cut strip from another sheet.
yellow
yak
yardstick
yarn
yogurt
yogurt
Letter Z Hat

- One sheet per child.
- Print up on white card stock.
- Have child color or paint.
- Cut out both strips.
- Connect both strips to make a band.
- Fit to child’s head and staple strips together to form a hat.
- If needed, for additional strip, cut strip from another sheet.
zoo
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zipper
zero